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House Resolution 1668

By: Representative Day of the 163rd 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing Clark Creative and Cari Clark; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Clark Creative was named New and Emerging Small Business of the Year by2

the Savannah Small Business Chamber of Commerce; and3

WHEREAS, under the guiding and responsible hands of Cari Clark, this outstanding4

company has grown from its humble beginnings to become one of the leading businesses in5

Southeast Georgia; and6

WHEREAS, this remarkable corporate citizen has established a glowing reputation renowned7

throughout Southeast Georgia for its ability to accommodate changes in the industry and8

customer demand, and it continues to meet the diversified needs of its customers with9

friendly, professional, and quality service; and10

WHEREAS, Clark Creative is actively involved in its community and is the embodiment of11

what it means to be a New and Emerging Small Business of the Year; and12

WHEREAS, the success of the State of Georgia, the strength of our communities, and the13

overall vitality of American society depend in great measure upon the dedication of14

businesses and business people like Clark Creative and Cari Clark who use their considerable15

talents and resources to serve the needs of the people; and16

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this17

amazing company and Cari Clark be appropriately recognized.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

this body recognizes Clark Creative and Cari Clark for their valuable service and20

contributions to their local economy, communities, and customers.21
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized1

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Clark Creative and Cari2

Clark.3


